Hello.
The social network button (but) is not working. Only the first students appears. See img. test. [https://campus.chamilo.org/whoisonline.php](https://campus.chamilo.org/whoisonline.php)
Thank you

Associated revisions

**Revision e0a1567e - 03/10/2016 23:16 - José Loguercio**
Merge pull request #1430 from jloguercio/1.11.x
Better Fix for WhoisOnline page - Refs #8433

**Revision b1bfb4e - 03/10/2016 23:16 - José Loguercio**
Better Fix for WhoisOnline page - Refs #8433

History

**#1 - 12/09/2016 16:29 - Yannick Warnier**
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to José Loguercio
- Target version set to 1.11.0
José, please check and, if necessary, fix in 1.11.x

**#2 - 03/10/2016 23:20 - José Loguercio**
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee changed from José Loguercio to Tomas Rodrigues
- % Done changed from 0 to 90
Fixed here for 1.11.x: [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1430](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/1430)

**#3 - 10/10/2016 07:30 - Yannick Warnier**
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Tomas Rodrigues to José Loguercio
- % Done changed from 90 to 100
No feedback provided for 6 days, and reviewed internally. Considering fixed.

**#4 - 13/10/2016 17:46 - Tomas Rodrigues**
- File deleted (butao_more.jpg)